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EDITORIAL 

Reflections on Career Connection 
By Phil Mauermann 

na cold, snow-filled day back in of a computer screen plastered with Adobe tion, “I read you're into machine design, 
() temas Il was walking away _ InDesign files. Instead, the magazine staff what's that like?” Instead, consider search- 

from the US Mail Slot at Union offered me the chance to write my very first ing the company website for the job post- 
South, when I realized the true significance _ editorial. ing you are interested in or that of a similar 
of the letter I had just dropped off. That let- position. This allows for a more informed 
ter had my signature on it—it was a signed _ Instead of using this opportunity to reflect discussion with the recruiter and helps re- 
job offer. It was official. I had a start date.I_ on my past five years at Madison, I think the duce those awkward pauses. 
was locked in. best way for me to thank UW-Madison, the 

College of Engineering and Wisconsin En- 3) Listen. This is probably my favorite tip 
I thought to myself: no more Friday’s off? — gineer for all of the wonderful memories is _ but also the most difficult. We often spend 
No more 11 a.m. start times? No more af- _ to pass along a few things that I’ve learned so much time rehearsing what to say that 
ternoons at the terrace or bacon night at along the way. Seeing as this is the Septem- _ we forget to pay attention to the response. 
Wando’s? What have I done? ber issue and the magazine is stuffed full All of the noise and commotion in the ECB 

of recruitment ads from General Electric, lobby makes this even more challenging. 
So I weighed my options. But I realized that _J.F. Ahern, General Mills, and many, many My solution, take notes. Not only does 
my arm probably wouldn’t fit in that mail more; it only seems fitting that I offer my this helps convey your interest, but also al- 
slot, and I didn’t think the building man- advice to those of you heading to the Fall lows you to record important information 
ager would fully understand the gravity of | Engineering Career Connection. provided by the recruiter. In recent years, 
my situation. So I let it be. | was locked in... many companies will take your resume 
No more gameday tailgates? No more 5th So, am] even qualified to offer advice? Why — and then rattle off a list of instructions on 

Quarter? No more Grateful Red or Crease should you trust me? Well, I’ve attended how to apply on their website. While you 
Creatures? nearly every career fair dating back to the don’t want to lose all eye contact with the 

fall of 2003 (scary moment, I just realized recruiter, having a notepad is a surefire way 

But how bad could it be? Is the world be- how old I am), and, at one point in time, to stay focused though the chaos. 

yond UW-Madison really that much differ- I was a student looking for an internship, 
ent? co-op, or full-time employment. Last year There you have it. Practice, research, lis- 

at this time, I had my first interview for the ten. Not exactly “secrets,” but hopefully 
Well, eight short months later and three company I now work for, Integrys Energy some useful advice from someone who has 
months into my job as a gas distribution | Group. However, experience alone certain- bombed a time or two. Remember, Career 
engineer, I’m happy to report that life is not ly does not make me an expert—so instead, Connection is just one the many ways to 
so bad after all...just different. Forexample: _ let's title this piece: Three secrets to career find a job, so don’t get discouraged if you 
no more 20-page lab reports, late nights at fair success. aren’t successful on your first trip. 
CAE, dinners at the ECB vending machines, 

or assignments due in lecture three days a 1) Practice. The easiest way to develop a_ Finally, one quick plug for Engineering 
week. In addition, returning to Madison as__ routine and get comfortable talking with Career Services. The ECS Job Search Hand- 
an alumnus still affords you many of the _ recruiters is to practice. Not in the mirror— _ book is an amazing resource. From the start 
same privileges. Tailgates, the terrace, and _ in person. You aren’t trying to getajob with — of your job search to drafting your accep- 
“Jump Around” were just as exciting dur- every company at the career fair, so use that _ tance letter, this guide is worth keeping 
ing my weekend visit for the Badger foot- to your advantage. Build confidence at the with you. I brought this book with me ev- 
ball win against Marshall. booths with the free flashlights and key  erywhere, including my overnight trips for 

chains first, and then shift to the big compa- _ on-site interviews. 
Among all of the life changes since gradu- nies on your list. With only a few minutes 
ation in May, one of the most noticeable for to make your impression, better prepara- Good luck at the career fair, have a great se- 
me came the first week in September. For _ tion often leads to better results. mester, and go Badgers. we 
the first time in 18 years, I spent the week in 
my office, instead of the classroom. Another 2) Research. Anyone can Google search a 4, 
big change, I didn’t spend a single night in company name. For example, you might A Tom — 
Wisconsin Engineer office, working in front not make the best impression with the ques- 
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ON CAMPUS 

FEL Daring to go 
ep = one step further 

By Amanda Wingren and Karl Chan 

hat if engineering couldbecomea __ visions of the rapidly growing student or- _ building five manholes and compacting an 
W°« to improve the general stan- _ ganization. This past winter break, he trav- _ impressive 500 cubic meters of soil. 

dard of life in countries where _ eled to El Salvador with a group of eleven 
their needs are financially out of reach? EWB students and three faculty members, | On these community workdays, 30 to 40 
What if the engineering mindset could be carrying with him a passion to make a dif- members of the community would come 
applied to general problems in countries _ ference. together to work with EWB and make the 
where basic technology is not readily avail- project their own. This interaction pro- 
able, clean water is inaccessible and waste- | The group had plans to link two commu- vided an opportunity for the engineers to 
water fills the streets? nities, La Granja and Nuevo Ferrocarril, to form valuable connections with the people 

a pre-existing wastewater treatment center _ they were assisting. 
Engineers Without Borders-USA is an orga- via a gravity-based system. But upon ar- 
nization that takes on some of these ques- __ rival in El Salvador, the group found un- Not only did they toil together, but the 
tions. The group was founded in 2003 as _ expected city ordinances ina village where EWB volunteers also held educational 
an organization that aims to connect young —_ the ground was unpredictably tough and meetings with several groups in the com- 
engineers with the social and economic _ the tools they planned to use could not get | munity. They taught the children about 
world around them through exposure to _ the job done. bacteria and the importance of washing 
projects focused on clean water systems, hands through a demonstration involving 
renewable energy sources and improved The unanticipated setbacks tested the — glow lotion and black lights. 
sanitation systems. The Madison branch _ group of engineers and forced them to be 
was formed in 2004 and has projects fo- resourceful. “Our motto for the trip was ‘be _ Aside from education regarding health and 
cused in South America and Africa. flexible.’ We had to change plans on the fly _ the importance of the wastewater system, 

and continue construction after that,” Or- the team also explained the maintenance 
El Salvador: ner says. and mechanics behind the system—vital 

information that will enable the commu- 
Kevin Orner is an engineering student who After assessing the situation and imple- nity to maintain the system in the future. 

has found his place in Engineers Without menting a new design, they managed to 
Borders (EWB). Orner is project manager _ procure a backhoe for excavation and suc- Rwanda: 
of the El Salvador branch—one of the di- cessfully install 500 meters of pipe. The 

community pulled together and assisted in In the fall of 2005, Jonathan Lee, then a 

= 7 ey = sophomore at UW-Madison, read an ar- 
— 5 ‘ts waadile a ss ticle in the Wisconsin Engineer about EWB’s 

we | ls F | d trip to Rwanda in July of 2005. Encouraged 
iP. g  ) fy sd a by the article, he attended an information 

: i i pc. cy session that semester. Afterward, he felt 
' 114 Cf ae ate inspired to help those less fortunate using 
— “SMe = what he had learned as an engineer. oi | | | | ep | 

| | | Baa IN | PN pe During his time in EWB, Lee has worked 
. | 5 as on the Rwanda project. Rwanda, a small 

Wael || |. ‘ie | | country in east central Africa, is highly 
he " I | a populated, with more than nine million 
PrN TTT . > | |) residents. Due to the hilly terrain and lack 
| i i 2 of centralized water systems to carry clean 
r saat *Education and culture 1] P| | Y ~ water and sewage, obtaining drinking wa- 

| Contributions to engineering & sclence 1 ‘ 8 ter is a major problem. As a result, villagers 
| -Greatest ongineering accomplishments ici) | oe = often must walk several miles for water— 

much of which is untreated. 

ee: ee Ai i “International opportunities 2 After two years with EWB, Lee went on his 

EWB hopes to globally expand by employing projects in the future across a variety _ first assessment trip to Rwanda in the sum- 
of nations. mer of 2007 as the project manager. He was 
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on unique projects in a small village called __lects and leads water from rooftops to two s . 
Muramba. All three projects—fuel board small tanks. Once the small tanks are full, ~ 
cutting, rainwater catchment and bio-sand _ the overflowing water collects in a large 
filtering—targeted the water and fuel short- _ tank, leaving the sediments at the bottom > 
age problems in Muramba. of the smaller tanks. r 4 ¥ 

— 
The bio-sand filtering plumbing system is | EWB projects answer the call for help, both tm © 
designed to carry water through layers of financially and educationally, and make | | q y) 4 | 
rocks and sand so that the sediments can invaluable contributions. The team is able re \ \ 1s my hake (ig | 

be filtered. One of the clever designs of this to apply the basic knowledge and skills My ANY A Wy) aa 
filter is the diffusion plate on top, which related to engineering directly to a society. [) \'\ WY | Lt 
ultimately allows harmful biological sub- Although the designs are relatively simple, | 1 | |i 0 i) c 
stances to be digested or decomposed. As what the EWB team has done in projects | | | mal) 
a result, the water that comes out from the can benefit communities significantly for | {gy F 3 4 
plumbing system is nearly ready for con- years to come. c » | 4 
sumption. ~~ ah A » os a & 

For those interested in joining EWB, the ec? il 2 Co oe: 
During their time in Muramba, the EWB _ group looks for responsibility, passion and Ro wee a= 
group was deeply involved with the local _ trustworthiness in their potential members. oi |= 
people. In their assessment trip, they sat The group is one of the fastest- growing . 
down and discussed with the community organizations on campus and is always Julia Wagner shows off a prototype 
which projects they thought were most looking for opportunities to expand. EWB_ for a stove for the Rwanda project. 
needed. “They bring in the construction is an opportunity to take an education of 
techniques, and we have the designs and towering books and numerous equations Author bio: Amanda Wingren is a third- 

funding,” Lee says. and turn it into a hands-on experience far year student studying mechanical engi- 

beyond predictable expectations. No mat- neering. This is her second article with the 
One of their primary projects was the ter what your skill level, engineering is a magazine. 

rainwater catchment. In this project, they powerful tool, and EWB strives to make the 
worked side by side with a vocational most of it. We Karl Chan, from Hong Kong, is a freshman 
school in the village. With the help from the studying chemical engineering. This is his 

locals, they built a gutter system which col- first semester writing for the magazine. 
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At Sandia National Laboratories, our primary mission is ih. 

to secure a peaceful and free world through technology. ne 

You'll never be bored working at Sandia. There are so many exciting challenges and stimulating directions mmm -t ~| 

your career can take. Be a Sandian. Join the team that is changing the world. / ‘7 

We have opportunities for college graduates at the Bachelor’s, Master's, and Ph.D, levels in: ~*~ 1 | 

@ Electrical Engineering H Computer Science =) es! 

HZ Mechanical Engineering @ Chemistry Pee Ld 
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We also offer internship, co-op, and post-doctoral programs. 
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PROFESSOR PROFILE 

'e 

Professor Profile: Te ] ] All 

By Elizabeth Grace 

alfway through an engineering When the INL initially advertised the sci- graduate students. “If I’m going to spend 
Hoss power lecture, a student in entific director position, Allen ignored it half my time working on their projects, it 

Professor Todd Allen’s class blows because he believed it was a full-time job — will make it more difficult for me to write 
a whistle. It’s half time. Professor Allen of _ and he did not have the desire to leave UW-__ grants, which is how we fund graduate 

the department of engineering physics asks | Madison. Eventually people started to ask students. So my other contention was if I 
a trivia question unrelated to the lecture him why he had not applied for the posi- _ take the job it can’t be at the expense of the 
material and the first student to answer cor- __ tion. He learned that the INL actually want- graduate students that are already here; so 
rectly earns an extra credit point towards _ ed the job to be given to an outsider, pref- _ they agreed to give usa research grant,” Al- 
their homework grade. Allen says of the — erably a professor, and only as a part-time _ len says. 
halftime show, “If the topic were ‘Life of the _ position. The position is also temporary, so 
Instructor’, the question might be ‘What after three years Allen’s leadership role is As the director of the facility, Allen will also 
movie did I go to last night?” up for renewal. be able to apply his experiments to the re- 

actor, and he has many plans for other col- 
Professor Allen’s enthusiasm in academia The lab wanted the scientific director to be _ laborative projects. Allen hopes to get the 
has recently led him to become the scien- an outsider to establish credibility in the Idaho staff to visit universities to interact 
tific director of the Advanced Test Reactor university community. “They were actu- with people and develop new ideas. He 
(ATR) National Science User Facility at the ally trying to do stuff to engage the outside also plans to encourage those looking to 
Idaho National Laboratory (INL). The facil- _ world rather than use it as an excuse to pro- _use the reactor to bring in other researchers, 

ity has been designated as the Department mote themselves and get the Department perhaps on an international level. “We'd 
of Energy’s lead laboratory for nuclear en- of Energy to buy them stuff,” Allen says. not only like universities to pair with the 
gineering. In hiring a professor from a reputable uni- _ national laboratories, but we'd like the uni- 

versity, they hope to work with universities _ versities to team with the industrial folks,” 
and eventually attract students interested Allen says. 

$ { in their research. 
\ BB 1 When asked what he will get out of this 

Allen’s research experience has prepared commitment, Allen jokingly says, “Grey 
him for the new role. In the early 2000s, hair and frequent flyer miles.” Through 

¢ ‘ the Department of Energy wanted to de-  Allen’s work with the ATR, however, UW- 

sabagg Tee i velop long-term research goals — a 30-year Madison will be the first university to help 
La time horizon for nuclear systems. Nine _ this facility grow. “The benefits of allowing 

. | countries gathered together and worked us to interact with this facility ultimately 
S Conia on evaluating ideas, deciding on six likely _ will be worth it. As a student you want to 
4a i ae ee eee] §=«major advances in the future. Allen was a get your degree, but you also want to be 

- A eae SS} coordinator of this summit, giving him pro- meeting people that will hire you later, so 
an a ah G } gram management experience that has also maybe this will help students meet those 

eto’ ©) Eh | prepared him for his leading research posi- people earlier in their career than they 

4 ——___. Bao might have otherwise.” Wp 

Allen’s position as a former naval officer Author bio: Elizabeth Grace is a senior 
also made him a favorable candidate, since _ studying english and technical communica- 

a 2 the ATR originally belonged to the Navy. _ tion. 
cil 4 <a y eae = “It was [the Navy’s] test reactor. They were 

— = ) > the only ones who had used it. As time has a, 
~ & gone on they don’t need the entire capabil- Aad - 

& ity, so it was through their generosity that ———— fi 
8 they have opened up certain spaces in the / VA Phi 

rr 2 5 reactor for outside users like universities to me 4 ae 
Professor of engineering physics, he able to put their experiments in,” Allen an Cee ‘ 
Todd Allen, describes his new role says. NW Sia: 
as director of the Advanced Test Re- ‘ y + : i g 

actor National Science User Facil- Even with his time commitment in Idaho, ——_— WS 

ity of the Idaho National Laboratory  ajien intends to remain devoted to his Ne 

———————  ———  ———  ——— — —— — — — 
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‘STEVENS J. 
: cea or How do you look upon a person who rolls out in 10-below zero weather to 

CONSTRUCTION CORP. / work a full day, outside? Who lifts, pulls, pounds and hustles in 95-degree 

heat with all the humidity? Who rolls up the sleeves everyday to build 

CU PPA} someone else’s dream? You look upon that person with respect. To all the 

www.stevensconstruction.com field workers of Stevens Construction: Respect.
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At CNA we analyze and solve problems by get- 

ting as close as possible to the people, the data 

and the problems themselves in order to find the 

N 0 R 0 DY G ETS C L0 S F R answers of greatest clarity and credibility — all to 

help government leaders choose the best course 

TO THE PEOPLE. TO THE DATA. TO THE PROBLEM. of action 

We have a professional, diverse staff of over 600 

people working in a variety of critical policy areas 

Bradford Ng, Research Analyst. — such as national security, homeland security, 

Ed MeGrady, Research Analyst in CPaiaeey Krystal Willams, Research Analyst, healthcare and education - and offer career 
PhD, Chamicel Engheering 5, ss wanvech Research MS. etn pe ee opportunities for people with degrees in engi. 

Analyst, MA, Economics PhD. Physiology and Biootysics eeting, mathematics, economics, physics, 

chemistry, international relations, national securi- 

ae 7 : ty, history, and many other scientific and profes- 

© A j — re sional fields of study. 
c) fae 

i .,. ae 

| J = " aed Diverse views, objectivity, imaginative tech- 

* q nal ‘q f i niques, process driven, results oriented, commit- 
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How we can save more lives 

By Lynn Singletary 

ucky’s Big Ten Challenge is an annu- not be fully realized until it is too late. In a 1999 study of ultra high frequency waves 
B al event on the UW-Madison campus. 2005, there were over 32,000 patients with (900 megahertz or greater) initiated at MIT 

The event was created to encourage adverse reactions to blood transfusion. The _ that UW-Madison researchers in the E- 
blood donation in the winter, a time when most common problems included fever Business Consortium began extensive work 
the hospital blood supply is generally low. or allergic reactions. Hemolytic reactions, _ with the RFID technology. 
This past February, UW-Madison competed which occur when the recipient’s blood 
against seven other Big Ten universities to doesn’t match the transfusion blood type The E-Business Consortium is a collabora- 

collect more than 1,200 units of blood— and the recipient’s immune system tries to tion of more than 65 companies working 

enough to potentially save 3,600 lives. fight off the new red blood cells, are very with UW-Madison to break down barriers 
rare but fatal. The hope is that the new between business and academia while en- 

For donors, the process ends at the snack RFID technology will drastically reduce the couraging interdisciplinary research. (See 

table, but the blood processing is far from  pumber of adverse reactions. Wisconsin Engineer April 2008 issue) 

over. The blood is tracked from the dona- 
tion site to hospitals all over the world in The concept of the RFID technology is simi- “We [at the E-Business Consortium] be- 
order to ensure safety for transfusion re- _ lar to radar, first utilized during World War _ lieve collaboration is a strategy to speed 
cipients. Radio-Frequency Identification II to discern enemy aircraft. It wasn’t until UP adoption of new technologies,” Alfonso 
(RFID) is a technology being researched 
at UW-Madison to increase efficiency and 
alleviate some of the concerns with blood 
donation tracking. = 

The blood tracking system is somewhat s ——s 
similar to e-mail. If an e-mail address is off if Se 
by even one symbol, the message will not i 
reach the prescribed recipient. For simple . . 3% ae ies. 
messages between friends, this may not bea i Pos ~ 

big deal; however, if an error in the address sy \ i “ 
means not receiving a tuition statement or ~ | be oe —~ 
an important memo from a boss, the results ene a q ih 

could be much more problematic. Likewise, id pa 8 a ~ 

in blood donation, every aspect of the blood ’ \ = al 

data must travel with the bag as it travels i t { i er EEN, & 
from donation, through processing and on a ool 
to the hospital. And similar to an incorrect = , = = Pern. a 5 
e-mail address, if one number or letter in een Oe ——— ee AA rs 
the blood data is incorrect, the results cre- ' REI ee Fe 
ate serious problems. on A re a! <a 

2 
If the blood is not properly tracked, the 

complications with blood transfusions may Device used to test the effect of radio frequencies on blood samples. 
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With RFID technology a 30 bag container of blood can be scanned in less than 30 seconds. 

Gutierrez, head of RFID research at UW- _ as well as saving labor time in the scanning __ dent in industrial engineering and an RFID 
Madison, says. process; still, some are skeptical. Adding a team member, says. 

personal ID to donor data is likely to create 
The current project using RFID technology — some concerns about privacy. With the prop- The RFID team hopes to have a pilot prod- 

on blood bags was started at UW-Madison — er policies in place to protect privacy, how- uct out by next year, and assuming all goes 

in 2006. A microchip is attached to the ever, those concerns should be minimized. as planned, a full-scale distribution within 
blood donation bag, much like a system of the next two or three years. Once the RFID 
bar-coded stickers, and is capable of carry- technology is approved, the possibilities for 
ing with it all essential health information. other applications are nearly endless. Other 
However, compared to the RFID technol- “We’re hoping to build a solu- _ ideas in the medical field alone include us- 
ogy, barcodes are inefficient and are much + . ing RFID to track IV pumps, respirators, 
more likely to make mistakes. tion that might eventually wheelchairs, and even matching patients 

( become a standard for the with the correct doctors. UW-Madison re- 
“In one container there may be 30 bags of industry.” searchers hope that the RFID technology 
blood, each containing four barcode stick- will replace the use of barcodes entirely, 
ers that have to be scanned individually. It : ushering in a new era of increased safety 
would take eight minutes to do one con- -Pashmeen Ghia and efficiency for blood transfusions. We 
fainiersbut with REIDiwe scan.the whole 
container in less than 30 seconds,” Gutier- Author bio: Lynn Singletary is a sopho- 
rez says. The project is receiving funding from the more majoring in civil and environmental 

oT Blood Centers of Wisconsin, Carter Blood engineering. This is her fourth article for the 
The RFID team at UW-Madison iscurrently Care and Mississippi Blood Services, and Magazine. 

in the prototype stage of design and hopes there are currently three participating hos- 
to start the pilot program for this technol- pitals as well as three blood centers coop- 

ogy ‘some time next year Because RFID erating to help finalize the processes for 
uses a low level of radiation in the scanning implementing the RFID technology. 
process, it must be approved by the FDA to 
ensure that the radiation will not negatively “We're trying to design a whole solution 

affect the blood. that has enough flexibility to fit each of them 
S : as well as the possibility of other blood cen- 

RFID technology has the potential to in ters. We're hoping to build a solution that 
creeps safety of transfusions by reducing might eventually become a standard for the 
scanning mistakes and thus saving blood, industry,” Pashmeen Ghia, a graduate stu- 
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Pi ry m P TTe ‘ * Institute for Defense Analyses * 
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Igwic apers, For over a a century, the Institute eu set hon has been 
i] successfully pursuing its mission to bring analytic objectivity and 

dba Bob A eo) oY Shop understanding to complex issues of national security. IDA is a 
pote Pt Sotnoraon Vist DIpvigSs Sclenue, fechnical end analytical 

“ ¥ studies to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
(608) 251-2936 ST oO Sete) the Unified Commands and Defense Agencies as well as to the President’s 

4401 Ur rye Afamity owned and operated quick Office of Science and Technology Policy. 

Madison, 5 i We provide training to scientists and engineers that helps them to become 
Leal proven atuates ian qual dol superb defense analysts. Additionally, IDA provides a solid and exciting 
reproduction for more than 30 years! foundation for career growth and an opportunity to contribute to the 

security of our nation through technical analysis. 

e Ina new location with a new name! How will you put your scientific and technical 
A expertise to work every day? 
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Sat/Sun. ‘12:00-5:00 + Reports ¢ Physics ¢ Materials * Operations Research 
‘Theses * Pure & Applied * Mechanical * Statistics 

+ Faxing Services Mathematics * Systems * Technology Policy 

* Course Packets Along with competitive salaries, IDA provides excellent benefits including 
Fs + Graphic Design comprehensive health insurance, paid holidays, 3 week vacations and 

Come Visit Us * Booklet Binding more — all in a professional and technically vibrant environment. 

* Hard Bound Books , Applicants will be subject to a security investigation and must meet 

On The Web * Large Format Printing and Laminating eligibility requirements for access to classified information. US citizenship 
(up to three feet wide!) is required. IDA is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. 

f pan sh Please visit our website www.ida.org for more information on our 
+ Business Cards am» opportunities, then e-mail your resume to: resumes@ida.org 
* Book Publishing I DA Institute for Defense Analyses, ATTN: PENTPUB 
+ T-shirts 4850 Mark Center Drive, Alexandria, VA 22311 
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By James Kadune 

ince the conception of the automobile, more environmentally friendly. According _ tion, which also depends on the price of oil, 
Gi US road system has evolved from to Codrin Daranga, associate researcher in is a large component in asphalt costs, the 

an unreliable system of mainly dirt the MARC lab, the possibilities for creating _ ability to extend the longevity of our roads 
and stone byways into a massive, intricate asphalt tailored to the specific needs of a will become an enormous issue as the price 
network of freeways, boulevards, viaducts certain project are endless. “The goal is to _ of oil continues to rise. 
and turnpikes. Of paramount importance make the best of the cheapest, most envi- 
to these advances is the technological prog- _ ronmentally-friendly materials”. To aid in safe and effective cost reduction, 
ress made in the composition and applica- researchers are looking to further the vi- 
tion of asphalt. Daranga says the key is considering every ability of so-called “warm mix asphalt con- 

variable that goes into a particular paving crete” (WMA). Heating standard, “hot mix” 
ie 5 bay project and formulating an asphalt to fit asphalt to the temperature needed to lay it 

ee those conditions. Climate, type of road- requires enormous amounts of heat. Since 

eee Pre ee ae way, road closure time and environmental asphalt contains volatile compounds, this 
pee pO te SS impact all play a role in this decision. The _ process also releases noxious vapors which 
a ae sf Spee most common asphalt modifications in- can be hazardous. Though WMA technol- 

Ms Ree Re sh aN clude adding polymers to the mix, modify- _ ogy is fairly new — having been introduced 
ke Bee Ba 3 ws nA ing the temperature the asphalt is laid ator _ to the US in 2002 — 30 to 50 C temperature 
Bey s SES & aS Res emulsifying the mixture to remove the need drops have already been demonstrated, 
hs ENS ae ee See s for heating altogether. As of now, there isno along with sizable reductions in volatile va- 

ge (eo: e25= Dyes eae: cookie-cutter answer to these design prob- _ por and greenhouse gas emissions. 
ee. P uke ee ea Lg ae: = lems and no perfect asphalt mix. 

fe Pet eA <7 = 
ee Re “SA Bee ce Se 2 Years ago, researchers developed the first el =. iy a 

pn ee bee method for assessing the properties of as- = i 
Asphalt, a byproduct of the refining pro- —_phalt. It involved a small sample of asphalt fry j= Hi bye 
cess, can have a variety of substrates to and a person willing to chew on it. The [eae || eG ae 
modify its properties. MARG, on the other hand, employs cutting- ae ee ee 5 

edge technologies to evaluate an asphalt [= | | z 
In general, asphalt concrete consists of an sample’s properties. Researchers employ [7 Loe JB = 
aggregate bound together with a petro- heat testing, artificial weathering, impact A — | E i eo 

leum-based “asphalt binder.” To create a _ testing and any other means of abusing as- jf 5 2 
roadway out of this material, layers are laid _ phalt to quantitatively measure how much J = 
down at a temperature of approximately _ stress asphalt samples can withstand. Tests Codrin Daranga of the UW-Madison 
150 C and compacted. The resultant mate- _ for flash point, viscosity and volatile organ- _ MARC tests the force needed to break 
rial is relatively inexpensive, durable, quiet ic compound content measure the ability an asphalt sample. 
and quickly ready to support traffic. of modified asphalts to be transported and 

laid easily and safely. 
While this process has been highly refined, The MARC’s advances in asphalt composi- 
it does not produce flawless roadways. The overriding obstacle that often prevents _ tion and testing are making a formidable 
Stress from traffic, freeze/thaw cycles the optimal asphalt from being laid on a impact on the asphalt industry. Many of the 
and road salt produce cracks, ruts and, of roadway is cost. Like most large-scale pro- asphalt testing processes and equipment 
course, potholes. Furthermore, petroleum cesses, money is the biggest consideration developed in the MARC lab see industrial 
refineries that produce asphalt donotspend ina design decision. Diverting traffic, ship- _ use today, as do improved asphalt formula- 
much on asphalt research. In fact, asphalt is _ ping materials and labor costs are allexpen- _ tions. While a one-size-fits-all, pliable, du- 
not particularly profitable for refineries to sive propositions. In many cases, engineers _ rable, cheap, safe asphalt solution may be 
sell; it is simply a byproduct of the refining can modify asphalt formulas to minimize years away, innovations in asphalt design 
process. these costly issues. are making our roads better every day. We 

The UW-Madison Modified Asphalt Re- Since asphalt is a product of oil refining, the Author Bio: James Kadunc is a sopho- 
search Center (MARC) is searching for price of asphalt all comes down to the price — more majoring in chemical engineering and 
ways to make asphalt cheaper, safer and _ of crude oil. Given that material transporta- economics. 

————— 
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By Mike Sargent 

s I turned off of North Wingra Drive agent. “Water comes out of the wetlands _ plant pesticides, and excess sewage waters. 
onto Arboretum Drive, I paused for pretty clean because it’s falling out of the Although I couldn’t see it during my run, 
a quick breath of fresh air. Behind _ sky pretty clean...if you add nutrients from | Mother Nature was hard at work absorbing 

me was a myriad of quaint Madison homes; agriculture, that begins to dirty up the wa-_ mankind’s messes. “It’s one of those things 
in front of me was a stone bridge that links _ ter,” Potter says. in our society...we have to protect it, but no 
the manufactured world of suburban ex- one’s really clear why,” Potter says. 
pansion to a world of environmental beau- Most people acknowledge wetlands as a 
ty. Although it was cliché, I searched for _ virtual dumping site for rainwater deposits The insatiable American desire for growth 
Tom Petty’s “Runnin’ Down a Dream” on _ suchas winter road salt and sand, crop and __is pushing our population into every corner 
my iPod. My run through the Arboretum 
allowed me to experience some of Madi- RPFT Tr 7 - - 
son’s finest wetlands firsthand. The next i fj DENG fe Mt ; % 
morning, in my fluid mechanics lecture, ‘ ae j n 4. Se 
I was still pondering my existential run. I ‘ ee IESE, ‘ \ | for iN 
wanted to know more about the wetlands. “Ey BS “fi \ . NN H i yo 
My eccentric professor, Chin Wu, pointed \ eae | x A ‘ t hi 
me in the direction of his knowledgeable K os ¥ ) / } aan a. Sa 
colleague, Ken Potter. Several hours later, - t ) t j : { WE AN % 
amidst ambient jazz music, Professor Pot- \ | t 3h Sa Nee b i 
ter and I eagerly discussed Madison’s wet- \ Lay ae NH a! K 
lands. L , ya 4 y ¢ ‘ i lien 

4 ¢ 4 a) <a, 4 i aX 
3 . ; . Pata isi) Woes ] ? realy | 

A wetland is typically a low-lying portion | Wh + By eee i) ! VE \ } 
of land that is saturated with water. Dur- [ ie ," Fl +f i} ‘ 
ing periods of excess rains or flooding, \ ‘ ; SONY EL ca ra o his 
wetlands will become saturated and form [R#ee Metin "7a a Em oa t en o4 Ope ee eign = PG se he 

temporary ponds. “Some wetlands become jguaamiewui y= oe ee aS aay iia si go uy aN | ger 
ponds because rainwater has filled them up. Fegan scesesaiiii Samal A Aer eee sean, 5 fede tere Py i Pfs 

Even if you drain them into another system RSP ence ae AA fe 4) ee eA eR ts San en Fhe Hi eA < 

you will have flooding,” Potter says. A re- Rees ee ate Ernie barr a rs eee aca ce nse = 
3 ae eS abe AA WES ee Mae UN Oey ene RT Alaa at OP i 

cent ecological problem has stemmed from = pee Wo Mer en aati pest ys esa ee Me 
wetlands turning into permanent ponds. : ee: Vo agen rae ene ae Ete ay pe | 

si SSN neg ae ee one & ane : é cae eee et SM te Ee eee iy SA an a . ea ae | 

Potter noted a common misperception re- ak a Seas ee ee Kase. Sein; eee 8 ie as eae? 

garding wetlands. While they do absorb The wetlands provide numerous services for people and wildlife, such as this 
excess waters, they are not a true filtering _ whitetail deer. 

——_—_—— eee 
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of the country. Once “unattractive” land is impermeable surfaces, water has less viable and nutrients,” Potter says. By continuous- 
now being dredged, excavated and devel- _ places to travel. ly dumping sediments in the wetlands, we 
oped into affordable property. With this are promoting the germination of invasive 
expansion comes impermeable surfaces The way material deposits in the wetlands plant species, which serve to choke out ben- 
that water cannot directly penetrate. De- can greatly affect how wastewater is ab-  eficial native plants. The best restorations 
spite our advancing society, we still have sorbed and filtered. “The most damaging to are from people bringing back native veg- 
to manage rain and flood water. With more _ water quality in the Midwest are sediments __etation,” Potter says. Invasive species such 

as reed canary grass can disrupt fish hab- 
- + — 3 — its, soil composition and water movement. eA By Pe QT Le a Ya Pel : 

i A] Ey, Cae ER NET hes ie At se he ON NS my 6“ You have to keep storm and agricultural 

eee KON 9 h NN SAX Aer a ae NAN water out,” Potter says of restoring wet- 
Rect Nees 3 Se dy TRA RRS OORT EAI TAIN lands with native wetlands vegetation ROSE NO VOR ON TRS A : Seer SS ae RS FR ONAN TE A AS RAY | OR AAA CORN NNN wy 

:y Wy iN Ki ALCAN RR COSCON Lay Many sin Climate Change Initiative (WCCI) is 
Re ty n ee AONE xe OA 2, Suh) Ge AN § §=promoting a positive change. Working di- 

PONS EA Ny Kote PETS RNIN SRG UNOPS THEN shea ‘ 
I) ks AM a Nos oN ae Oo Ah} x AN Wu WN a en rectly with the Department of Natural Re- 
K ‘A Nae “iar Sa oe SNS NY; Si PS NN ws sources has allowed scientists to research 

NY 4 c Vite sua: x PSS SCORE ANS eae state climate studies in real-time. 
, ae ae ae “aK EN ISRO i 

¥ Pe eo Ra ee di ch As Potter says, “The environment is under 
hy Peet SR sie a i Ah Wn. Ca aay). | i i ve Nae 1 Ot hy siege.” Wetlands are crucial for maintaining 

Fy wa ie i eats ke Mey Ph oat ia Ay" Hf) yy ¥ ff iH ni WA fil ty our environment. Ecological imbalance and 
| Uy a ‘fans ba LR a ) , Vee pi ag ji ] y ; in fq potential wetland flooding can be severely 

DN a th ee Pan (VES CA 7 ad AL 9 2 detrimental to our environment. The best 
i Ai "4 he Ga ‘ i” pan ay ey, 2 ae % hope for the future is continued wetland 

UD SRM RE S\N SOS Se IEE ele naa IN Yaa - research and preservation. Programs such 
ee ARN PT ef CM OL es OD a areas step i e right direc- \ aay OM ATLA KOTO ME AAS cal ; gas Weel are a small step in the right direc 

f Fy en ot MMOD Tif SM AND amt > tion; with forward thinking professors such oA \ Pio She Op FNL Ne Toe Bm a i 2 5 oo SS 1h ehh peel Aad Vie Fa : § 2 as Potter, UW-Madison is making strides 
RO Se o MT VERO A d a toward increased wetland awareness. |p 

As water moves around the plants, nutrients in the water are often absorbed by 

the roots and micro-orgnisms in the soil, serving as a remarkable filtration process. Author bio: Mike is a junior majoring in civil 
engineering. This is his first semester with 

the magazine. 
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By Carrie Boacher Photo by Wael Abdel Samad 

t’s Thursday night and I’mat the library. used similar systems of text messages and _ Learning about a candidate’s position on 
While my friends are at home, kicking e-mails to keep supporters informed and an issue has never been easier. All of the 
off their weekends with “Grey’s Anat- — active—and this is just the beginning. From major candidates have extensive websites 

omy” and “The Office,” I’m stuck battling social networking sites such as MySpace _ laying out their platforms issue by issue. 
a mountain of assignments and regretting | and Facebook to media sharing sites like | With the click of a mouse, computer users 
every minute that I wasted this week on YouTube, technology has played a bigger can see Hillary Clinton’s plans for educa- 
Facebook, Instant Messenger and YouTube __ role in the 2008 presidential election than _ tion, John McCain’s goals for health care 
instead of studying. any before it. and Barack Obama’s ambitions for foreign 

policy. 
Suddenly, my phone buzzes and glows “ines . 
blue. Text message! It’s probably my It’s not even an option for This easy access to candidate’s policies 
friends, trying to convince me to give up candidates to not be repre- helped Hosek, who is especially interested 
the homework and come out with them. sented online.” in the environment, make her voting deci- 
Or maybe it’s my roommate asking if I’m sion for the Wisconsin primary. 
interested in lunch tomorrow. I let the sce- 
narios build up in my head, and when I’ve = Emily Hosek “Before the primary, I just pulled up the 
created enough suspense for myself, flip ——_—<—_———— Obama and Hillary websites and I com- 
the phone open. pared their environmental policies side by 

With virtually unlimited access to infor- side. It only took about 10 minutes total.” 
My hopes drop. It’s just from Barack mation and conversation, it would seem 
Obama. “Watch Barack debate tonight on _ as though this generation of voters should | While these campaign websites have cer- 
ABC!” it says. be the most informed. Although it may be _ tainly made the political information more 

uncertain whether vast online involvement accessible, it’s social sites like Facebook 

While receiving a text from one of the will translate into real votes, students are and MySpace that have really revolution- 
most prolific figures in the country might optimistic. ized the election process. In particular, they 
seem like a momentous occasion, it’s the give candidates the opportunity to play up 
third one I’ve gotten from Obama today. “I think that Facebook has made every- their personal images. On their Facebook 
As part of the Obama Mobile campaign, one more aware of the candidates,” Ted profiles, for instance, candidates list their 

I, along with thousands of other Ameri- Messner, a UW-Madison sophomore, says. _ interests and religious views, as well as 
cans, have been receiving texts reminding “And I think that the increased knowledge —_ favorite books, movies, music and quotes. 

me of Obama’s television appearances and __ will lead to a significant increase in voter In addition to allowing viewers to observe 
debates for over a year. On the day of the turnout.” similarities between themselves and the 
Wisconsin primary, I received no fewer candidates, these profiles make the can- 

than five of these messages reminding me | UW-Madison sophomore Emily Hosek  didates more accessible and human. For 
to go out and vote. says, “I feel like one of the biggest excuses _instance, I found it interesting that Obama 

for people not voting in the past is that they and I both list Bob Dylan among our favor- 
Obama isn’t the only candidate who has __ didn’t want to make an uninformed choice. ite musical artists, and that John McCain 
utilized text messaging in his campaign; But, with the internet, all of the informa- and I both enjoy hiking in our spare time. 
Hillary Clinton and John McCain have _ tion is so accessible all the time.” 
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More than simply presenting candidate i FT int 
information, these sites act as a forum for oe eae Hai i 
users to discuss, debate and dissect the is- Me See f 7 
sues. oe i 7 a a : i : ] 

Ty Pea = ite TOBE sree Dy mete eMC Soe ES > 
: - 

“Before the primary, | just 7 Ha | 
pulled up the Obama and Hil- : ; i VEE 
lary websites and | compared 4 iho j pee 

their environmental policies { i 
side by side. It only took ge i | a | ; 

about 10 minutes total.” Heat i; 
se 5 >. A i ; 

- Emily Hosek x vA hi ' 
ny , 8 

e 

“The internet lets people from all over the Penn eid . a ey 3 
world talk about the election with each Pee at ah ih als 
other,” Messner, a political science student, ¥ fire oe ae $ 

says. “There is more awareness than ever i it a  # 
before because people are able to converse Pe aN ¥ “pala 2 

PEOP a 4 Z ac 

openly and see the different sides of each The intemet offers a highly accessible means of receiving campaign updates. 
issue. 

Facebook and Myspace, this group gener- energy and funds into campaigning with 
For instance, a quick glance at a MySpace ally tends to vote more democratic In April _ technology. 

politics forum reveals discussion threads 2908, Obama had over 750,000 supporters ’ i 
ranging from “Why is the black vote tradi- 0? Facebook—five times as many as Clin- “In this day and age, I think that the can- 
tionally Democratic?” to “Why Obama con- tn and seven times as many as McCain. didates can only benefit from taking ad- 

tinues to distort McCain’s military record.” The MySpace numbers, while not as exag- vantage of our society’s reliance on the 
In these discussions, people ern all races gerated, showed a similar trend. internet,” says Hosek. “At this point, it’s 

ages, backgrounds aoe regions einai. not even an option for candidates to not be 

allowing access to points of view that they How these numbers will translate in the represented online.” Wp 
might never have gotten otherwise. “election remains a mystery; after all, the 

million or so people pledging their sup- Author bio: Carrie Boecher is a junior ma- 
Although people of all ages now use these port for candidates on Facebook represent _joring in civil and environmental engineer- 

social sites, the majority of users are part @ Mere sliver of the approximately 200 mil- ing. 
of the “youth vote,” that is between 18 and _ lion eligible voters. There’s no doubt, how- 
99 years old. Aceording to the numbers on €Ver that candidates will continue to pour 
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GENERAL 

Making instant 

O re Cree) 

gm al] = r/ 

Near451 (10:30 
chatwithnorm (10:30:0 } 
chatwithnorm (10:30:15 Al , 

Near454 (10:30:20 am): lets try | “NS en 8 
ATTENTION (10:30:24 Am): Real-Tim a 
as your buddy types. What is this? x = 
chatwithnorm (10:30:33 Ali): Sure.. we are , 3 
Ghatwithnorm (typing...): It is so nice weat! Eee fs : 

Instant! “A / //) 
| DG of z 

By Sally Green 

hile sitting at my computer try- CuteGuy: Just take the derivative of Equa- forward. Many are familiar with the cur- 
We to finish a difficult mass tion 5.6 and then plug in the constants to rent IM software. It seems as though every 

transport homework problem, get the value for Q. No, no plans for tonight. computer screen has the little box blinking 
I look through my instant messaging (IM) Would you and your friends mind if | tagged —_ at the bottom of the screen. New friends fre- 

buddy list and find that my very cute and along? quently will ask for an IM address instead 
very single classmate is also online. I want of a phone number. Writing a conversation 
to start a casual conversation with him but _ I tell myself to not respond right away— to someone is usually less intimidating than 

have to reread and edit my first message make him wonder a little. This next mes- actually speaking on the phone. Entertain- 
about five or six times to make sure that | sage must sound completely amazing, non- __ ing or functional conversations may last for 
don’t sound too dorky, too stupid or too in chalant and charming. hours as new ideas are introduced through- 

love with him. After I feel comfortable with out the day. 
the initiating quote, I click “send.” FlusteredGirl: Sure, that works. I'll call you 

when we are ready to go. Millions of people worldwide are using IM. 

Isee that he is typing a message back! When The age group using this software ranges 
he’s done, a message pops up: That went pretty well since I was able to from under 13 years of age to over 70. Ac- 

censor my thoughts. I don’t know what I cording to the Third Annual Instant Mes- 
CuteGuy: Hey, what’s up? would have done if I was having alive con-  saging Survey, 49 percent of people over 

versation with him. the age of 55 use IM. Many teens and young 

Now how do I respond? “I need help with WS CCCCéacdu its: are sing IM tt sett up weekend acc- 

hw.” Delete. This implies that I only want to « , . tivities, share photos, gossip, flirt and com- 

talk about answers ah him. si You're typing a eee age: plete eee with Gends The majority 
and then you sit there, it is of IM users who instant message while at 

“Oh, not much, just bored.” Delete. This will _ really slow... It breaks up the —_ work believe that it has had a positive im- 
make him think that I don’t have a life. rhythm.” pact on their work lives. Employees use IM 

y to communicate quickly with colleagues, to 
FlusteredGirl: |’m pretty good. | am just get answers and make business decisions, 
trying to finish my hw before going out with -Professor Vanderheiden to check in with friends and family, to in- 
friends. Can you help me with number 3? teract with clients and customers and to ex- 
What are your plans for tonight? —_—— change files. People say that IM helps them 

get more done during the business day, en- 
I like this one; “send.” By being able to write out an entire idea, re- _abling them to leave the office earlier. 

read it and edit it before sending, people are 

He is writing back. more confident that their best selves are put | However, the current version of IM has 
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its drawbacks as it only allows block style and comments. In search of a more personal _ [f@jaiwinesananaann a1) ne] 

chatting. This means that an entire message __ relationship through IM, Williams changed |*=™ “ ee ; 
must be typed and then the “send” button _ the box that displays that a buddy is typing _ |} estuszee) su Hl nam how are you doing a 
has to be hit in order for the other person _ to show the actual letter being typed by the _ |] Setmnom (oso. How shows your | 
to see the message. This can be beneficial buddy. The need and desire for this feature _ |] Syerneu\ eee tiisiethuy’ M selon comected. See each charactor 
when speaking with an unfamiliar person, was apparent by AOL's response when in- |} jain eesti wath Mali to's nnn 
but can also be irritating for those who need troduced to the new project. “[AOL] com- 
their precious time. mitted on the spot,” Vanderheiden says. § 

i z Several convenient possibilities are avail- 3 
[Real-time Instant able with this new feature. Those workers s 

Messaging is] out; its public, — who said that IM helped them finish work 2 
and everyone can use it.” faster will be able to speak to colleagues gies enn ON: a le > 

with even more speed, potentially allow- | |mc=tiars7wEERRC ees ORs 
ing for more productivity in the office. Re- |! ] 2 

-Professor Vanderheiden searchers are working on another option to _ | jammjassjamsjpamne jeanne 3 

_—_—_—— ooo SO IM set up with an emergency service. screenshot of AOL Real-Time Instant 
If someone online starts to type a mes- Messaging in action 

This issue is addressed by Gregg Vander- _ sage to “911” the conversation should au- i 
heiden, a professor in UW-Madison’s col-  tomatically kick into real-time text so that Palitee thin nen foatine to ancthen corners 

lege of engineering Trace Center, which ad- _ the emergency helper can see as much of a option that has become available with IM 
dresses the communication needs of people _ message being typed as possible. wae like video. Some people like vi dea: 
who are nonspeaking and have severe dis- Gihem done” . Be i 
abilities. “You're typing a message, and What about those who are poor at typing : 
then you sit there,” Vanderheiden says. “It and do not want their buddy to see their GanenileeA IN a8 hae theme reclame 
is really slow.... It breaks up the rhythm.” — mistakes? Not a problem. By a simple key texto vale outas - Beta until atinal version 

combination, “ctrl-r,” the real-time text i ee leted. “This is on its way towards 

All IM users are familiar with having to function can be turned on or off. This con- bein, Peed e yey. 
ss 3 : g mainstream,” Vanderheiden says. 

type a message and then having to sit there, venience allows someone to type a long We 
waiting, hoping for a reply. What if all of or important message, make sure they get Author bio: Sally is a senior in chemical 
this waiting could be eliminated? What if it correct and then send it without any- te 5 ‘i nee 

2 ‘ Q ene and biological engineering who is involved 
two people in an IM conversation could see _ one seeing the amount of effort put into it. with several student organizations 

the partner’s words being typed, letter for Then, after a conversation has begun, the ic 

letter? Now that’s instant messaging. real-time text function may be easily turned 
on for a more fluent, intimate and time-ef- 

On January 15, 2008, AOL introduced the _ fective experience. 

first version of real-time instant messaging 
as an added function. “It’s out; it’s public, A writer can also go out of real-time text to 
and everyone can use it,” Vanderheiden cut a paragraph from another document, 
says. paste it into the message box and then send 

it. Or the person can remain in real-time 
This feature was initially designed by re- text mode and paste. “[Your buddy] will 
searchers at Gallaudet University and the _ see it immediately as it is pasted in. Like a 
Trace Center to serve the deaf and hard _ very fast typist,” Vanderheiden says. 
of hearing customers who are using IM as 
their primary source of communication. After understanding that the new real-time 
This new feature has the potential to also _ text option can be easily turned on and off, 
offer a natural-flowing conversational ex- a number of UW-Madison college students 
perience for all users. were asked about their potential usage of 

the added feature. The results gave a 50- 
Norman Williams of Gallaudet University 50 split. Half of the students said that they 
developed the first prototype with a real- _ would sometimes use this option, while the 
time text feature so that IM buddies are al- _ other half said that they would never want 
lowed to see each letter as it is being typed. __ to use it. 
Williams is deaf himself, which motivated 

him to push for creating a more instant IM The fact that so many students would not 
program. The conversation will be smooth- _ want to use the real-time feature demon- 
er and faster, allowing for interruptions or _ strates the level of comfort of having a time 
questions ina logical order asinatelephone barrier between the writer and receiver. 
conversation. Someone who depends on Most people feel more confident knowing 
IM as a primary source of communication — that they can spell check and review their 
should be able to receive the same benefits words. The developers understand this. 
and intimacy as a telephone conversation, “Some people just don’t ever want to use 
which has logical and ordered interruptions _ [real-time text],” Vanderheiden says. He 

————— 
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COMMENTARY 

The finest in eclectic humor 

Top reasons why an engineer 
should not be president: 

1. The Federal budget would be a giant differential equation 

2. One of his/her advisors would be Matlab 

3. The vice-president would be William Shatner 

4. “Big Calculator” corporations would 
receive astronomical tax breaks 

5. Air Force One would be replaced by a hovercraft 

6. He/She would make steel bridge building a national sport 

7. He/She would question the structural integrity of the white 
house and would have it demolished SP» 

8. Use PDCA for all decision making 

9. Would spend half the budget trying to Vay 
bring Albert Einstein back from the dead iw A 

ha e : fi: 

10. All public speeches would be AP p 

accompanied by a powerpoint " a7 

11. The state of the union would be given in dag 
binary and close captioned in Klingon G& er 

iy aw , Y| 

U i Be { J 
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Integrys” 

POSITIVE ENERGY / DYNAMIC OPPORTUNITIES 

FALL CAREER DAY 2008 

COMPANY INFORMATION BOOTH 

When: September 23, 2008, 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Where: Main Level (SE end of building) 

The Career Forecast Is Looking Bright at Integrys! 

Integrys Energy Group is growing. And we're looking for bright, energetic 
people who are ready to meet the challenges and enjoy the rewards of 
growing with us. 

Integrys Energy Group is an energy holding company based in Chicago, 
Illinois. With subsidiaries recognized for their high rankings in customer 

A service, we're financially strong and have one of the highest 
j credit ratings in the industry. 

ae Integrys is a Fortune 500 company with more than 5,000 
i employees and seven major subsidiaries, serving customers in 
\ Lg the Midwest, northeastern United States and Canada. We're a 

4, diverse energy company with a strategy for a strong and 
will a " ] _ | ~~ -_ eimai future a future you could be a part of! . 

— = Come visit with us at our Career Day and discover a bright 
: , career now. 

7 J ; . On-Campus Interviews! 
: s 1 4 WWW.!I nteg rysg rou p -com September 24, 2008 

4 4 ae 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

i i A : ™ Engineering Center 

Ss — Wit: Interview Rooms 
he a So (sign up at Career Fair) 

i —— oe ; \ We're currently hiring for 
q — 9 ® y internships, co-ops and 

> 7 \\ A 4 ) ’ full-time positions in: 

it PY ' i) Ne * Civil Engineering 

f {, , 1 ¢ Chemical Engineering 

, (f vA * Computer Science 
i; 4 * Construction Engineering 

| ‘ \ ¢ Construction Management 

4 y \ ¢ Electrical Engineering 
| i Ny i ¢ Industrial Engineering 

j il ‘"\ yy ¢ Mechanical Engineering 

an. \ | e Project Management



You provide the talent. g 
We offer the incentive and work environment 

/ where you can push yourself and achieve your goals. 

Flint Hills Resources is a privately held refining and chemicals company 

that offers outstanding opportunities for engineering graduates. 

Our unique, market-based management philosophy means 

you aren’t restricted to 

two or three 

prescribed 

career tracks. 

You can follow your dreams and go where your curiosity and drive take you. 

Innovation and positive risk-taking. 

They’re just part of the job. 
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